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I once heard Bob Martin say, “The first thing you know about any release is the due date.” Everyone in the crowd chuckled because it
rang true. In my experience, after the date is set, the features and budget follow (the features being large and the budget being small).

Anyone can demand everything delivered tomorrow; that’s easy. But in a world constrained by reality, identifying the right features
needed at the right time for the right cost is somewhat of an art. Finding the balance of schedule, scope and costs and getting buy-in
from the key stakeholders to support the release plan is hard. But it is necessary if you want to be effective at delivering value.

The art of effective release planning includes following some basic practices:

1. Identifying the key stakeholders and what’s valuable to them
2. Gleaning the few, key objectives from a sea of wishes and wants
3. Seeing past pre-conceived notions of scope to identify meaningful groups of features that deliver value

A recent project with a new client illustrates these practices in action. “We’ve already cut all the scope we can. What remains is the
absolute essential requirements we must have in V1,” said the project manager. I had heard this before and I knew it wasn’t true.

The team had already “trimmed down” the V1 requirements to 65 pages. Together with the other three data specifications, there were
about 150 pages of requirements. In the conference calls leading up to my first on-site visit, I was told this represented the absolute
minimum requirements for V1, which they wanted to roll out at a big industry trade show. In October. Just 10 weeks from now. And
release it to thousands of current customers and tens of thousands of prospects.

Despite the significant amount of requirements, there was no release plan or working code. I was not surprised. I soon learned that
although the project had started in January, it took a while to write the requirements and select a systems integration partner. Now it
was August, the trade show was inching closer and the stakeholders were getting a little nervous.

I had been here before and knew my first challenge was figuring out:

1. Who are the key stakeholders?
2. What are their key objectives?
3. What is the highest value release that can be confidently delivered within time and budget for the trade show?

More importantly, “What’s really needs to happen at this trade show?” My instinct told me we could cut the V1 requirements in half
and ship something of value, but the challenge would be convincing the business sponsor, the VP of Marketing, the development team
and project managers of this idea. They represented the key stakeholders that would have to be aligned to any release plan we created.

With the key stakeholders identified, I turned my attention to the key objectives. It turns out identifying the few meaningful objectives
was not as easy as I had hoped. When I asked straightforward questions as to the purpose of what we were going to develop, I got
immediate pushback, especially from the project manager. “Ryan, I appreciate your interest in our overall business goals for this new
platform, but we’ve really got to ship something very soon. I don’t see the value in spending a lot of time exploring the objectives, we
really need to get something built.”

Okay, I thought, I’ll take a different tact. In preparation for my on-site visit, I skimmed the requirements document and created a draft
set of personas and user stories, about 80 in all. The first day on site, working with the Marketing VP we validated the personas and
reviewed the user stories. I learned more about their customers who would be using the system and we narrowed down the V1 scope
to 55 user stories. That evening in the hotel, I wrote the stories on index cards in preparation for release planning the next day.

The second day I spread out the 55 index cards on the conference table, organized by user persona. The Marketing VP and I moved
the cards around grouping them into logical scenario flows for the major sections: the eCommerce website, account maintenance and
the profile directory. Pointing to the cards, I asked her again about October: “If you couldn’t get everything here, what would you
consider the minimal release for the trade show?”
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She thought for a second and then said, “Well, our CEO has to give a presentation, so at a minimum he needs to show a new-styled
website advertising our products with a ‘purchase available soon’ option. It would be more of a marketing launch, with product
literature and a way to sign up for more information.”

“Aha”, I exclaimed. I organized the first 12 stories from the e-commerce website on the table. “Then let’s focus on just these stories
first. I absolutely guarantee you’ll have these by October.”

Her interest picked up and this brought a smile to her face. Indirectly I had discovered the most important objective: making the CEO
and the company look good at the upcoming trade show, which was attended by important customers and prospects.

The next logical scenario was completing the purchase, paying for it and setting up an account. This required integrating three
backend systems with corresponding changes to each. Although this was just a small slice of the desired total self-service
functionality, it was enough to get started.

The only issue was the payment processing, which wasn’t easy. In earlier discussions we learned of the need to support payment with
U.S. dollars and Euros. Perhaps not so bad, but then there were taxes, which is where things starting getting complex.

As I stared at the index cards on the table, I couldn’t help but think: “How do we get customers to purchase and setup accounts
without the need to accept payments?” I posed the question to the Marketing VP: “Is there value in having customers create accounts
and access the underlying platform without paying anything?”

At first, I could tell she was a bit stunned I had asked the question. But then, slowly, she said, “Well, actually, we have a few
thousand current customers that we’d love to start using the new system and get their feedback. Maybe we can give them an invite-
only free trial.”

“Perfect”, I declared. With that decision, we preceded to layout our release plan, breaking down V1 into three releases:

1. Marketing Release: 12 stories including new website, sign-up and upcoming products. Enough to present at the trade show,
make the CEO look good and pique interest in the new platform.

2. Invite-Only Release: 20 stories includes free trial, new account setup and basic customer self-service. The primary objective
was to get the new platform in the hands of real users and get their feedback.

3. Full V1 Release: The remaining 23 stories, including online purchase and customer self-service available for paying
customers. The primary objective was to start generating revenue for the new platform with paying customers, targeting
rollout in late November or early December.

The development team and project manager came over and inspected our results, with each release’s index cards organized on the
table. The VP explained the primary objective, scope and rollout plan for each release. The team raised some questions and concerns,
primarily around internal expectations that had been set for the full V1. But in the end, all agreed this represented a reasonable plan
that--for the first time since January--they could feel confident about delivering in time for the trade show.

As an added bonus, we soon discovered the backend system teams could now prioritize their work. Instead of one large project to
implement all changes for V1, this new release plan could guide them to do three releases, each aligning with the corresponding set of
user stories in our new release plan.

As this case study illustrates, using a few basic practices can aid in developing an effective release plan. Even if you have to do this
indirectly at times, learn to be flexible but never lose sight of delivering value to your stakeholders by focusing on their key objectives.
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